A timeline of nutrition research

Visual summary

While food and nutrition have been studied for centuries, modern nutritional science is surprisingly young.
This timeline shows how developments in the early 20th Century have persistently shaped our understanding
of the field, at times limiting our knowledge of the complex links between dietary patterns and health.
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During the Great Depression and
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prepared for total calorie intake and
selected nutrients
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Commodity crops, fortification
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Food as a delivery system

Fat v sugar

Nutrition policy and agricultural
technology focused on increasing
staple calories and selected
micronutrients

Ultimately, the
emphasis on fat
won scientific
and policy
acceptance

Chronic diseases
1980

Complex effects
Food, dietary patterns
For chronic diseases, conflicting results of vitamin
observational studies v supplement trials. Other
research advances indicated that foods and diet
patterns are more important for chronic diseases than
single nutrients.
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Developing countries
Protein v calories
Scientists disagreed on the relevance of the calorie v
protein component of infant and child malnutrition.
Industry created and promoted protein enriched
formulas and baby foods in developing countries.

1970

Dietary guidelines
Nutrition science and policy guidelines in high income
nations shifted to try to address not only nutrient
deficiencies but also chronic disease
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Single nutrient is born

Action on hunger
Global community coalesced around elimination of
hunger and micronutrient deficiency in lower income
nations, including widespread micronutrient
supplementation and fortification.

1990

The double burden
The rapid rise in non-communicable diseases led to
emerging recognition of the "double burden": the joint
presence of conventionally conceived malnutrition
(calorie and micronutrient deficiency) with modern
diseases of "mal"-nutrition such as obesity, type 2
diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and cancer
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The future
New dietary complexities

Diet-risk pathways

Diet-microbiome-host interactions; specific fatty acids,
flavonoids, and fermented foods; personalized nutrition;
carbohydrate quality; brain health; powerful influences of
place and social status.

The diversity of pathways increasingly calls into question
the wisdom of reliance on any single surrogate outcome
Glycemic control

Oxidative stress

Endothelial health

Hepatic function

Adipocyte metabolism

Quality over quantity

Cardiac function

For long term weight control, quality and types of foods have
different effects and are a more relevant focus than calorie
counting.

Gut microbiota

Processing and additives
Need for rigorous study of possible long term health effects
of many modern shifts in crop breeding, agriculture,
livestock, food processing, and additives.
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Inflammation

Blood pressure

Muscle health

Lipids
Brain reward

Metabolic expenditure

Public health
Future nutrition policy must unite modern scientific
advances on dietary priorities with creative new
approaches for trusted public communication and modern
evidence on effective systems level behavior change
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